
Week 5 Library -  (Tomiyoshi-Kim)

                                                                                               APRIL is POETRY MONTH
Last week of poetry week!  This week you'll learn about diamante and shape poetry.

Topic Type Monday, April 27 Tuesday, April 28 Wednesday, April 29 Thursday, April 30 Friday, May 1
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                                         DIAMANTE

Diamantes are the perfect way to practice descriptive language.  A 
Diamante is a seven-lined contrast poem set up in a diamond shape. 

Line 1:   One noun (or topic)
Line 2:   Two adjectives about the noun
Line 3: �Three gerunds (-ing verbs) that relate to the noun
Line 4: �Four words (the first two relate to the noun in Line 
               1, the last two relate to the noun in Line 7)
Line 5: �Three gerunds that relate to the noun in Line 7
Line 6: �Two adjectives that describe the noun in Line 7
Line 7: � Renames the noun from Line 1 (its opposite) 

                                          SHAPE POETRY

Also known as concrete poetry.

Shape poetry is what happens when the poem takes on the shape of the subject.  The poem 
can form the shape of the object or create the outline of the object.

For example, if you are writing about flowers, the poem would take on the shape of a flower.  If 
your poem is about fish, your poem would be in the shape of a fish.

Example:

Rain
sticky, cold

dripping, splashing, dumping
wet, slick, cold, slushy
sliding, melting, falling

frigid, icy
Snow

Example:

Kitten
tiny, soft

hiding, clawing, pouncing
playful, fur, fun, feline

pawing, licking, loving
bright-eyed, beautiful

Cat

Directions:
1.  Think of a topic you would like to write about.
2.  Following the rules for writing a diamante poem above, write a 7 line 
poem of your own.
3.  When done, take a picture of it or read it out loud on video and send it 
to your teacher.

 Please take a picture/video of your poems & tag us (@kaimiloaes) on 
Facebook and Instagram as well! We would love to see how your poems 
turned out.

Directions:
1.  Think of a topic you would like to write about.
2.  Following the rules for writing a shape poem above...the poem should take on the shape of 
the subject -- either filled in or outlined.
3.  When done, take a picture of it or read it out loud on video and send it to your teacher.

 Please take a picture/video of your poems & tag us (@kaimiloaes) on Facebook and Instagram 
as well! We would love to see how your poems turned out.

Online
Diamante Poetry Lesson Diamante Poetry Lesson (Gr4-6) Shape Poetry Examples Shape Poetry Lesson Shape Poetry Lesson

Epic Topics to search for in Epic or OverDrive:  poems; poetry; concrete poems, shape poetry, diamante
OverDrive Read books from these search topics

https://youtu.be/v9eyNB99fL8
https://youtu.be/UxzAIWUihnY
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IU-OkUbmD-3eaNd0udg1iGUrnivMAF01/view?usp=sharing
https://youtu.be/pgV738hpu_M
https://youtu.be/Nra7F9nya8A
https://www.getepic.com/
https://hawaiipublichi.libraryreserve.com/10/45/en/SignIn.htm?url=Default.htm

